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ironically, the one song that is written purely for ozzy to sing is the only track here that i actually
like. the song is silver's back, and it's actually one of the best songs on the album. its got a catchy
chorus, a really nice chorus, and a chorus that's only four seconds long. it's a great song, and its one
of the best ballads that ozzy has recorded. the song has a very bluesy feel, and its a good example
of ozzy's bass guitar playing. the bassist here is bob daisley, and he's got some great bass lines. the
singer on silver's back is michelle lee. in fact, ozzys penultimate album, the devil you know, is
probably the only true masterpiece he has ever released. he may not have the ability to create a
classic-sounding record, but it seems like he can create some of the most transcendent albums of
the 21st century. ozzy doesn?t have the clout or the benefit of hindsight, but he released a
masterpiece with the devil you know in 2008. ozzmosis is just another osbourne album. i was very
impressed with the devil you know though. it was a very important album for ozzy and his fans. after
he was dropped from the label, it was the first record he released in over 3 years. osbourne has
hinted that ozzmosis was his attempt to write a career changing record, and he certainly succeeded
with that. but ozzy wasnt going to waste any time and took his hiatus to start writing an album to
make his fans happy again. and it shows. ozzmosis features some of ozzys best vocal performances
and lyrics, and it has some great songs. it has a great sound, even though the album sounds so
much like diary of a madman that ozzy fans shouldnt be surprised. it?s also one of his most
experimental albums. its like ozzy reached for a new sound and found it
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the album is more than a metal record, but its first ten minutes are loaded with metal. the first track,
aimee, takes the heaviness to a new level. the title track is the best thing ozzy has ever done, so it
isnt too surprising to hear that the four b-sides are also strong. the best of them is liar. it has the

best bass riff, the best vocal performance, and the best guitar solo. in fact, it isnt even a song, just
two parts that build into a third that becomes a cacophony of chaos. the other three are ballads and

they do not compare. try the title track, it has one of the best drum fills in ozzy history, and it has the
right amount of drama and lyrics. osbournes career would never be the same again. after the tour,
he relocated to a ranch in malibu, ca, built a recording studio in his basement and began work on a
new album. he quickly parted ways with nevison and cut the album with producer mike clink, who

had helmed the previous no more tears sessions. ozzmosis was a watershed moment for the
osbournes, in that he wasnt quite so obsessed with the past, and the album leaned heavily on new
material. the result was osbourne at his most melodic and, as evidenced by the hit singles, at his

most elegant. this wasnt thrash as the term had come to be understood in the eighties, but
something new and different. fans who had sought a return to the glory days of the 1970s were

sadly disappointed. the popularity of the album propelled osbourne to fame on a level he hadnt seen
in years. the album peaked at no. 7 on the billboard 200, his first top-10 album since the soundtrack

for the 1978 film the omen. that record spawned the hit single i still believe. the follow-up was no
less successful, with the singles nos. 1 a dream and bad medicine. in the uk, the latter hit no. 2,

enabling osbourne to become the only artist to have three consecutive top-10 singles in the uk. in
the us, ozzmosis became the osbournes third consecutive no. 1 album. 5ec8ef588b
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